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Fear factor puts lid on
oil trading in S’pore
Some reckon fear
premium amounts
to as much as
US$2 a barrel now
By RONNIE LIM
[SINGAPORE] As world oil
prices continued its upward climb yesterday –
with the fighting in Libya
now threatening oil facilities there – oil trading activity in Singapore has apparently taken a reverse direction, as traders become
more cautious about being
caught out.
“Over the last couple of
weeks, trading here was

‘hot’ and we saw huge volumes, of perhaps as much
as 25 per cent higher. But
now traders are becoming
more cautious given the bigger amounts involved, as
oil gets pricier because of
the fear factor,” one broker
said.
Besides, the banks are
also becoming more circumspect about financing
deals, he added.
The broker reckoned
that the “fear” premium to
oil prices – from concerns
that the situation in Libya
could spread to the oil-rich
Middle East – amounts to
as much as US$1.50-2 a
barrel currently.

“Prices are artificially inflated, as the violence in Libya has removed just about
one million barrels per day
(bpd) of supplies to global
markets,” the broker added.
The country’s total production of 1.6 million bpd
accounts for only about 1.9
per cent of global output,
and Opec member countries including Saudi Arabia have vowed to increase
their global supplies if necessary.
The broker reckons that
as long as there is no major
physical damage to the oil
terminals in Libya, “the
market will come back and
prices should settle lower”.

In early trading yesterday, crude for April delivery gained as much as 59
US cents to US$104.97 in
electronic trading on the
New York Mercantile Exchange and was at
US$104.84 at 12.35 pm Singapore time, Bloomberg reported.
Brent crude for April settlement added as much as
61 US cents, or 0.5 per
cent, to US$116.55 a barrel
on the London-based ICE
Futures Europe exchange.
There were contradictory reports on the extent of
damage. Al Jazeera television reported yesterday
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that warplanes sent by Muammar Gaddafi struck the
Ras Lanuf refinery, the
country’s largest crude
processing plant. The nation’s largest oil terminal,
at the port of Sidrah, was also hit and part of it was in
flames, it added.
Reuters, however, said
that Col Gaddafi’s forces
struck an oil pipeline leading to the town of Es Sider
and dropped bombs on storage tanks in the Ras Lanuf
oil terminal area in the eastern sector of Libya that is
rebel-controlled.
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China exports power along despite surprise deficit
[BEIJING] China’s trade
grew strongly in the first
two months of the year despite a surprise February
deficit due to surging prices
for imported oil and other
commodities.
January-February exports rose 21.3 per cent
over the same period a year
ago to US$247.5 billion
while imports gained 36
per cent US$248.4 billion,
data showed yesterday.
That produced a rare trade
deficit of US$900 million as
surging prices for oil and
other commodities pushed
up China’s import bill.
China’s exports have risen in recent months in a
sign of rebounding global
demand while higher commodity prices have narrowed its politically sensitive trade gap.
In February, trade
slowed as exporters shut
down for the weeklong Chinese New Year holiday after a rush of pre-holiday
business pushed up January’s trade figures.
Exports rose by 2.4 per
cent from a year ago to
US$96.7 billion while imports gained 19.4 per cent
to US$104 billion for a
monthly deficit of US$7.3
billion that exceeded forecasts.
The trade gap was driven by the surge in prices for
imported oil, other commodities and food, said Citigroup economist Minggao
Shen.
He said January-Febru-
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Holiday lull: In February exports rose by 2.4% to US$96.7 billion while imports gained 19.4% to US$104 billion
ary export growth was
down only slightly from the
28 per cent rate of the second half of last year.
Exports are “moderating, which is expected, but
not by much”, Mr Shen
said. The gap “is due mostly to relatively fast import
growth”.
China is a major importer of oil, iron ore and raw
materials and usually runs

a large trade deficit with
suppliers such as Saudi Arabia and Australia. It pays
for that by running multibillion-dollar surpluses with
the United States and Europe.
February was China’s
second trade deficit in a
year, following last March’s
US$7.2 billion gap. Analysts have forecast a global
Chinese trade surplus this

year of up to US$200 billion
but say that should narrow
if oil prices stay high. The
trade surplus in 2010 was
US$190 billion.
January’s pre-holiday
rush pushed export growth
to 37.7 per cent while imports rose by an explosive
53.5 per cent.
Commerce Minister
Chen Deming said on Monday that imports should
rise this year, possibly narrowing the trade gap further as the government promotes consumer spending
to reduce reliance on exports.
“Our foreign trade policy principle this year is
‘stabilise exports, promote
imports, reduce the surplus’,” Mr Chen said.
He said, nevertheless,
that Beijing had no plans to
de-emphasise
exports,
which support millions of
factory jobs.
Government plans call
for raising household incomes through higher wages and subsidies to poor
families to promote growth
of a consumer economy.
Imports also are being
driven by economic growth
that hit 10.3 per cent last
year. This year, the International Monetary Fund is
forecasting a 9.6 per cent
expansion.

Also this week, the Cabinet’s planning agency said
the country should avoid a
“double dip” slowdown in
growth – a positive sign for
economies that are counting on Chinese demand to
help drive sales of their
goods.
China’s trade is starting
to reflect the impact of rising Chinese wages and other costs that are forcing exporters to hike prices for
foreign customers.
Producer prices rose 6.6
per cent in January and analysts expect inflation to
stay elevated through at
least the middle of this year
due to strong demand and
high global commodity prices.
Global Sources, a company that connects Chinese
suppliers with foreign customers, said last month
that 74 per cent of companies that responded to a survey raised prices last year
by up to 20 per cent due to
higher costs for materials
and components.
A separate Global Sources survey found that 31 per
cent of companies that responded were increasing
purchases from Vietnam
due to higher Chinese prices. – AP

[SINGAPORE] Carlos Fernandes, the David who last
year defeated the Goliath
that was MediaCorp, has
been honoured by the
World Economic Forum
(WEF) as one of its Young
Global Leaders for 2011.
Mr Fernandes, who successfully sued the national
broadcaster for making
groundless threats against
his Internet offering RecordTV, is one of only two
Singaporeans honoured by
the WEF this year; the
other is Areena Loo of
Bridge Learning, a diagnostic and learning centre for
children with learning difficulties and disabilities.
The WEF recognised a
total of 190 outstanding
young leaders from 65
countries, for their professional accomplishments,
commitment to society and
potential to contribute to
shaping the future of the
world.
This year’s leaders were
drawn from a pool of 5,000
by a selection committee
chaired by Jordan’s Queen
Rania. They come from all
sectors of society and from
all regions, with the greatest proportion (50) coming
from the East Asia region,
followed by Europe (42)
and North America (37).
The WEF said this
year’s selection has a greater gender balance than
ever, with 44 per cent of
the leaders being women.
Some of the others honoured include: Max Levchin, Google’s vice-president of engineering from
Ukraine; Kala Mulqueeny,
senior counsel with the
Asian Development Bank
from Australia and the Philippines; Naoko Yamazaki,
a Japanese astronaut with
the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency; and Naif Al
Mutawa, the creator of THE
99 Comics, from Kuwait.
Mr Fernandes, named
by BusinessWeek as one of
Asia’s best entrepreneurs
of 2009, launched the RecordTV website in 2007. It
allows registered users to
designate free-to-air TV
programmes that are then
recorded for their later
viewing on their computers.
He emerged victorious
in December last year from
a long-running legal battle
with MediaCorp, which had
threatened to sue RecordTV for copyright infringement. RecordTV then
sued MediaCorp in September 2007 for making purportedly groundless threats
of legal action.
The case went all the
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Mr Fernandes: Founder of RecordTV website, he won a
long-running legal battle against MediaCorp last year
way up to the Court of Appeal, which in December
2010 awarded costs and
damages to RecordTV and
an injunction restraining
MediaCorp from making
further threats against it.
Of the WEF honour, Mr
Fernandes told BT: “I am
deeply humbled by my selection to the Forum of
Young Global Leaders. RecordTV has always represented creative freedom –
freedom for consumers to
decide how they want to
consume television, freedom for entrepreneurs to
disrupt old industries and
build new ones, and freedom for innovators to make
a difference.
“This honour recognises
our success in promoting
these ideals and demonstrates their alignment with
the World Economic Forum’s commitment to improve the state of the
world. Perhaps most importantly, it celebrates the environment – Singapore – that
has encouraged RecordTV
to pursue its daring ambitions and challenge the status quo.”
As for Ms Loo, she is the
founder and executive director of Bridge Learning,
an early intervention centre that diagnoses children’s learning, behavioural, social-communication
and emotional needs.

A qualified schoolteacher, she saw a gap in the education system here between mainstream schools
and special schools. She set
up Bridge Learning to meet
the needs of learners struggling in mainstream
schools, and it is one-stop
diagnostic learning support
and specialised intervention centre for learning, behavioural, social-communication and emotional
needs.
Klaus Schwab, founder
and executive chairman of
the WEF, said of this year’s
selection: “The challenges
faced by the next generation of leaders are more
daunting and intractable
than ever and cannot be
mastered with the current
set of strategies, institutions, standards and attitudes. To address these
challenges in a meaningful
and sustainable way requires fresh thinking, multistakeholder engagement
and dynamic new ways of
collaborating to develop innovative solutions that are
truly global.
“Within the World Economic Forum community,
the Young Global Leaders
represent the voice for the
future and the hopes of the
next generation. I am particularly proud of this year’s
honourees, who make up
the most diverse class of
YGLs ever,” he said.
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Ms Loo: Her Bridge Learning is a diagnostic and learning centre for children with
learning difficulties and disabilities. She is seen here with some of the children

High oil prices to hit growth in S-E Asia: Merrill
By S JAYASANKARAN
in Kuala Lumpur
RISING global oil prices are likely
to push up fuel subsidies in three
South-east Asian countries, leading to much larger budget deficits
at a time when cutting them was
once a priority. It will also impact
growth in almost every country in
the region with the possible exception of Malaysia.
Crude oil futures touched
US$105 yesterday on news that
forces loyal to Muammar Gaddafi
had begun bombing oil and gas
infrastructure in Libya. Analysts
expect oil to hit a high of over
US$120 a barrel and level off at an
average of around US$108 a barrel
for the rest of the year.
And that’s just the rosy forecast: A Merrill Lynch report yesterday said that in an “upside risk scenario”, prices could range between
US$125 and US$160 a barrel.

Rising oil prices will affect
growth. According to the Merrill
report, a 10 per cent rise in oil
prices will reduce gross domestic
product (GDP) growth by 0.45 per
cent in Thailand, 0.30 per cent in
the Philippines and 0.15 per cent
in Singapore. The exception could
be Malaysia which is a net oil exporter.
Merrill estimated a “positive
shock” with growth ballooning by
0.20 per cent on a 10 per cent rise
in oil prices.
Inflation will also rise. According to the Merrill report, a 10 per
cent rise in oil prices would see consumer prices rise by 0.45 per cent
in the Philippines and Indonesia,
and 0.30 per cent in Thailand.
Singapore, apparently, will be the
least affected because of the low
fuel weightage in its CPI (Consumer Price Index) basket.

But the impact will almost surely translate into larger budget deficits in countries that have fuel subsidies, namely Malaysia, Thailand
and Indonesia. And it’s unlikely
that any of the trio will try and cut
subsidies significantly as two – Malaysia and Thailand – are facing potential general elections while the
third could see social unrest if subsidies were significantly slashed.
Malaysia is in a somewhat peculiar position. It’s a net oil exporter
and in a position to reasonably
comfortably take up the slack, but
Petronas, the national oil company, indicated last week that it
would have to cut dividends to the
government as there was a need to
raise capital expenditure substantially.
Petronas supplied around 38
per cent of federal government revenue last year. The dividend cut
could therefore see, in Merrill’s es-

timate, Kuala Lumpur’s budget deficit rising to 5.8 per cent of GDP
from the original estimate of 5.4
per cent. Fuel subsidies themselves would balloon to RM14 billion (S$5.86 billion) from RM10.3
billion now.
Merrill also estimates that Jakarta’s fiscal deficit could rise by
as much as 0.6 per cent of GDP (to
an overall 2.4 per cent of GDP)
while Bangkok’s deficit would
move up by 0.4 per cent (to an overall 3.8 per cent of GDP).
“Governments in South-east
Asia will have to make some tough
choices in the coming months, trading off between inflation, fiscal finances and public support,” Merrill concluded. “Current signals suggest that governments are choosing public support and popularity
polls – given high inflation, early
elections and social unrest – at the
expense of public finances.”

